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Well, the end of this month (May) will find me scouting Cuba for wonderful
places to paint.
This pleasant change of pace is due to a family wedding that was originally
scheduled in Mexico, but was changed when our flight was cancelled due
to the outbreak of H1N1. Although it was disappointing for me, not to mention very stressful on the couple getting married, the end result was that
everything was rerouted to Cuba and the couple will marry as planned,
albeit in a different destination.
I have been to Cuba on other occasions, so familiarity has me jiggling with
excitement because I already know some of the sites where I want to set
down my easel.
Although I’m of course excited about painting in Cuba, I’m just as excited
that spring appears to finally be starting to arrive in Canada and I’ll have
the opportunity to paint at home in pleasant temps.
Plein aire painting is not for everyone, but for anyone who hasn’t tried it,
I’d suggest that you take an opportunity to try it this season.
I painted in studio for many years. I do paint from photos when necessary,
but I prefer to paint from life. I thought I was fully prepared the first time I
painted en plein aire.
Let me assure you, most people get the same shock I did. For some reason, getting outside and painting for the first time is like, well, painting for
the first time. The results, for me, were also similar to my first painting - not
very darn good, that’s for sure.
It’s hard to say whether it’s because one gets overwhelmed with everything one sees in front of them or what exactly it is, but even very experienced painters often have first plein aire paintings that they put in the back
of a closet or paint over as quickly as possible. A very close friend of mine,
Joan Bolen of SK, is one of the few artists I know who actually sold her
first plein aire painting.
Although most artists have difficulty creating a painting that acceptable to
them on their first outdoor try, I’d like to challenge artists to give it a go.
The things you learn as a result will have a positive outcome even in your
studio paintings in the future. I’m not recommending giving up what you do
to plein aire paint - I just think you might really enjoy the experience.
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Other than a few odd
jobs many years ago,
LaSaga has always
been a career artist. But
he says it’s a hard way to make an easy
living.
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when? Here’s where you look
to find the answers.
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www.projectheroes.ca
PROJECT HEROES™ will see every fallen Canadian soldier
from the Afghanistan war commemorated in a 14 x 18” framed
work of fine art, with the intent to exhibit the paintings in every
province in Canada, along with otehr commemorative paintings, military paraphernalia, personal items from the soldiers,
including written material such as letters they wrote home, and
video clips, etc.
Artists Susan Abma, Shairl Honey, and Cindy Revell have
been touched by the bravery of the soldiers who died serving
our country in Afghanistan. As painters, they will have the
extraordinary honour of recording history and preserving the
memory of these exceptional men and women.
With your help, they will be creating a massive, historic, military oil portrait collection. The fallen soldiers from Afghanistan
could possibly ‘live’ in their paintings for many hundreds of
years.
For more information on this project, go to:

www.projectheroes.ca

GALLERIES:
**Venues in major Canadian centres that are equipped for and large
enough to host this exhibition in 2011/2012 are invited to contact
Project Heroes™ at 780-986-0789 or email info@projectheroes.ca .
All venues will be considered, but the venues chosen will be those
best suited to the project.

The paintings shown above are samples of the artists’ work. The people depicted above are models, not soldiers. The paintings
of the fallen soldiers are underway and we will start to reveal them on a rotating basis starting in June, 2009. The entire collection will not be displayed together until after the first exhibition in 2011.
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LANDSCAPES COMPETITION

Grand Prize Winner
of $1000 CDN and award certificate:
JENNIFER ANNESLEY, Edmonton, AB
Mt. Robson, North Face, Watercolor, 14 x 21”
his painting is based on my backpacking trip into Berg Lake at Mt. Robson last summer. The sun setting on the north face sometimes turns it to a marvelous shade of
pinkish red just before the sun disappears, warming the normally cold and uninviting
snow fields and glaciers. I was fortunate to experience this light two nights in a row, and
wished to portray this complex colour as well as the intricacies of texture and form of this
mammoth mountain.”
Annesley holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in Art and Design from the University of
Alberta. She has been awarded the Jarvis Award and the Curry Winsor and Newton Award for
Excellence by the Canadian Society of Painter’s in Watercolour and was recently nominated
for the Alberta Lieutenant Governor’s Award for Excellence in the Arts. She was chosen to represent Canada at the International Biennial Watercolour Exhibition in Mexico City, at Museo
Nacional De La Acuarela. Annesley's watercolors and charcoal drawings are acquired internationally, are included in corporate, private and public collections, and have been presented in
over 40 exhibitions. More of her work can be seen at: www.annesleystudio.com and the artist
can be contacted at jennifer@annesleystudio.com .

T
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e are very
pleased to
present to
you the Grand Prize
winner of $1000 and an
award-certificate, and
eight finalists who will
receive finalist certificates for their portfolios.
Every issue we have
increasing numbers of
entrants and it makes
the decision tougher.
This month, as usual,
there were several
other paintings that
were really close to
being in the finalist category, so we encourage
all artists to keep trying.
Perhaps next time your
painting will be featured.

W

Finalist
Receives award
certificate:
MARGARET
CHWIALKOWSKA,
Ottawa, Ont.
Champlain Lookout,
Oil, 30 x 40”
paint alla prima, blending the pigments together on the canvas using
a palette knife," says Margaret
Chwialkowska. She says this technique allows texture to evolve naturally and permits a loose, spontaneous
style.
"The goal of my painting is to evoke
the mood of a natural setting and capture the feeling of being overwhelmed by the natural,
almost magical beauty of a landscape."
Chwialkowska was born and educated in Poland and
moved to Canada in 1979. Most of her works grew out of
travels to the Northwest Territories, the U.S., and Ontario's
vast lakes and forests. She currently works primarily in the

I

Ottawa area, focusing on the banks of the Ottawa River
and the forests of the Gatineau Hills. She is represented
by Foyer Gallery in Ottawa, Tay River Gallery in Perth,
Garden Gallery in Kindersley, SK and Kohl Gallery of Arts
in Toronto. For information, visit www.artistsincanada/margaret . Contact the artist at mchwialkowska@rogers.com .
his painting is a result of
painting studies done at
Moraine Lake over the
years,” says Jerry Markham.
“Being a part of the landscape
and the elements is all part of
the painting process for myself
and every outdoor painter.”
Markham is a full-time artist living in British Columbia. His
interests and experiences,
study of master painters, and
travels play a significant role in
the subjects he chooses to
paint. His main focus has been
to represent nature through
landscape painting, though he
also enjoys capturing a figure
or still life. Painting from life is
very important to Jerry in order
to capture and represent the
true essence of a subject, such
as the vibrant color, proper perspective and reflected light. He
comments: Jerry, whose paintings are collected worldwide, is
currently a member of the Oil
Painters of America and
Federation of Canadian Artists.
Visit his website at:
www.jerrymarkham.com .

T

Finalist -

Receives award certificate:

JERRY MARKHAM, Vernon, BC
Moraine Lake, Oil, 24 x 30”
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Finalist
Receives award certificate:
JEAN PILCH
Calgary, AB
Canmore Icons, Acrylic, 14 x 18”

T

he Three Sisters are a familiar landmark at
Canmore, AB. I have painted these wellloved mountain peaks in all seasons," says

Pilch.
Jean Pilch's work is found in private and corporate collections including Sunshine Village, Hyatt
Regency and the Cross Cancer Institute, as well
as in the permanent collections of the Whyte
Museum of the Rockies and the Alberta
Foundation for the Arts.
Pilch is a member of the Pastel Society of Canada
and the Alberta Society of Artists. She has participat-

ed in juried group exhibitions in Canada, New York
and Japan.
To contact the artist: pilchj@shaw.ca .

Finalist
Receives award certificate:
CARLO COSENTINO - Ile-Bizard, QC
Winter Light on Cherrier Street, Oil, 24 x 35”
apturing the right light
makes an ordinary
scene extraordinary,”
says Carlo Cosentino.
“Creating drama in a painting
is essential in my work. I
have been painting for 31
years now and light has
been my personal quest.”
“A winter sunset after a
snowfall can be quite a sight.
Capturing cool and warm
values is not always easy,
but doing it right makes all
the difference.”
Cosentino is a member of
the Canadian Portrait
Society and the Institute of
Figurative Art. More works
are available on his website
at: www.carlocosentino.com .

C
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Finalist
Receives award certificate:
SARAH KANE,
Windsor, ON
The Embrace of Shadow’s Disarray,
Acrylic,
48 x 36”
s part of a themed series entitled ‘Fate on Pause,’
this painting was based on a scene in London,
Ontario’s Springbank Park last fall. A lonely bench in
the middle of fall’s backkdrop, marked with a bit of graffiti,
the image offers a sense of peace and quiet with a hint of
isolation,” says Sarah Kane.
Born in London, ON, Kane is a self-taught artist. She says
she strives to bridge the divide between dream and reality
through escapism by producing images that create a surreal escape from the viewer’s daily routine.
She says she is constantly “trying to create a body of work
that will glimmer in this sea of gems we call the art world.”
The artist can be contacted at sarah.e.kane@gmail.com .

A

Finalist
Receives award certificate:
MANDY BUDAN, Pickering, ON
Among Friends, Acrylic, 30 x 30”
mong Friends is a painting a
warm summer day, cool breezes,
and an impeccable blue sky made
perfect by the company of friends,” says
Mandy Budan.
“In this painting the trunks of the three
birch trees are partially hidden by their
many leaves. The distant sky is a warm
blue and echoes the arcs of the leaves.
Among Friends is a landscape taken
apart and put back together as an
abstract form. It is a painting with a
more realistic feel from a distance and a
distinctly abstract one from up close.”
Budan was originally trained as a graphic designed and she says that background brings a unique sense of line
and balance to her fine art work.
Inspired by nature, Budan uses strong
color, discreet shapes and rhythmic patterns to create paintings that can be
enjoyed for their abstract and realistic
qualities. Her website is:
www.budanart.com .

A

Finalist
Receives award
certificate:
CINDY SORLEYKEICHINGER,
Kitscoty, AB
Spring is Here...Maybe
Oil, 20 x 36”

pring is Here...Maybe was an exercise in the light
that we get when spring tries to make her presence
felt, but Old Man Winter has other ideas,” says
Cindy Sorley-Keichinger. “It is shown in the pearly light
that slushy ice reflects as it melts.”
Sorley-Keichinger has taken instruction from Robert
Batemen, John Seerey-Lester, Alan Hunt, Carl Brender

S

and Daniel Smith, but says she is mostly self-taught.
Her favorite subjects are nature and children. Her work
has been in shows across Canada and in New York,
USA, and her works are in collections in Canada and
overseas.
The artist can be contacted at goldfarm@telusplanet.net .

Finalist
Receives award certificate:
KAREN BISHOP, Edmonton, AB
Denny’s, Watercolor, 12 x 29”
enny’s captures the spirit of a part of Edmonton that
is always busy, even at 3 a.m.,” says Karen Bishop.
“This painting was painted for an exhibition called
Places: A New Journey. The exhibition depicted landscapes that have had a profound efffect on my life in
the last few years.”

D
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“My work is not intended to be seen as a photographic
reproduction of of the landscape. Instead, I paint by
feel. I try not to worry about the ending, rather I let the
painting unfold and track its own course across my
paper.”
Contact the artist at karen.bishop@shaw.ca .

Susan Abma
Susan Abma

Johnson Gallery
7711 - 85 St., Edmonton, AB
• 780-465-6171
• www.johnsongallery.ca

Cindy Revell

Anne McCormick
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WEST (Yukon, Alberta, B.C.)

ALBERTA ARTISTS MARCH ON... WITH

™

PROJECT HEROES
Three artists take on national project that will commemorate
Canadian war heroes killed in Afghanistan.
s the numbers of Canadian soldiers killed in the
Afghanistan war mounted, three Edmonton, AB
area artists decided they had to do something that
would commemorate the heroes in a way that would
somewhat 'bring them back to life' for Canadians.
They wanted to do something that would show more than
just the faces of these exceptional men and women - they
wanted to show Canadians more about their character,
who they were, and why they felt compelled to fight in
Afghanistan, knowing full well there was a distinct possibility of never making it home alive.
So, Susan Abma, Shairl Honey and Cindy Revell started
work on Project Heroes™. The exhibition will see every
fallen Canadian soldier from the Afghanistan war commemorated in a 14 x 18" oil painting, with the intent to
exhibit the paintings in every province in Canada, along
with military paraphernalia, personal items from the soldiers, including written material such as letters they wrote
home, and video clips, etc.

A
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"The project is really about saying 'thank you' to the soldiers who've died and to their families who have lost so
much," says Revell. "It's important to show our gratitude
and being artists, it just makes sense that we would show
that through art."
Several years ago, Abma felt called to paint all of the
Canadian soldiers who had been killed in Afghanistan.
Many were young boys who had never had a chance in
life and now they were gone. Many, if not most, were
close in age to Susan's own children and it made her sad
to think of the parents who had lost their 'babies' to the
war.
The number of fallen soldiers climbed rapidly, however,
and Susan was concerned that she may not be able to
complete the project herself. She kept feeling that she was
supposed to do the project, though. As she found all the
reasons why she couldn't do it, the reasons why she
should and the overwhelming pressure to do it, kept presenting themselves.

In 2008, when waiting in an
airport with Shairl Honey,
Susan picked up a magazine
that had pictures of all of the
fallen soldiers to that date. The
two artists spoke about the soldiers, and decided to complete
the exhibition as a collaborative
project.
To create the exhibit professionally and in a timely fashion,
Susan and Shairl decided they
needed one more artist to help
complete the paintings. The
pair had worked with artist
Cindy Revell on many previous
occasions. Her talent and professionalism was what the project needed. Without hesitation,
Cindy agreed to be part of the
important project. The three
shared the same desire and
dedication to preserve the
memory of Canada’s fallen
heroes.
"As painters, we will have
The mother of a young corporal from Saskatchewan visits his gravesite.
the extraordinary honor of
recording history and preserving the memory of these
retained as a historic collection by, perhaps, the Canadian
exceptional men and women," says Abma. "I believe all
Military, the War Museum, or the Portrait Gallery of Canada.
Canadians are proud and humbled by the incredible sacriFifteen percent of all proceeds from the exhibition will be
fice these men and women made, believing they were
donated
to Canadian Hero Fund, a charitable foundation
making the future better for our country."
dedicated
to assisting Canadian Forces personnel and
The kinship the three painters share is a result of many
their
families.
years of friendship and working together as artists.
"Project Heroes will commemorate soldiers who didn't
"I shared studio space with Susan and Shairl for a numknow
most of us, but died believing they were helping us
ber of years and we've travelled together often," says
to
have
a better future. No matter what a person thinks of
Revell. "Having seen their level of commitment and profeswar,
those
self-sacrificing soldiers should always be
sionalism regarding their work and in other aspects of their
remembered
by our country," says Abma.
lives I knew that being part of this project was the right
Susan
Abma
has painted corporate, government, and
thing to do."
celebrity
portraits.
When possible she prefers to paint from
There are many aspects to the project, and a huge part is
life
so
she
spends
much of the winter doing still life painttalking with the families of the heroes to obtain information
ings
and
during
warmer
months she spends more time
to help the artists make their posthumous portraits as
outdoors
doing
landscape
paintings.
close to the look and character of the the soldiers as posHer
work
has
been
shown
in numerous solo and group
sible.
shows
and
is
in
government,
corporate and private collec"Meeting with the Military families of the Fallen Heroes
tions
across
Canada
and
in
the
U.S.
has been a great experience," says Honey. "As we talk to
Shairl
Honey
has
participated
in
numerous solo and
the parents or spouses of the fallen soldiers and go over
group
shows
and
her
portraits,
landscapes,
and animal
their photos and letters they sent home, I feel we are getpaintings
are
in
collections
throughout
Canada,
England,
ting to know them on a more personal and emotional level.
and
France.
I know this will give me the strength and inspiration to capCindy Revell is a full-time award-winning illustrator,
ture more of their spirit on my canvas as I paint. Through
Governor
General nominee, and contemporary oil painter.
our Project Heroes™ exhibition, I think we will show the
Her
work
has
been extensively published all over North
rest of the world who these soldiers were, what they did,
America
and
can
be seen on billboards, wine bottles,
how they lived, and the greatness of their gift to us. We
books,
packaging,
public art, and magazines.
want to celebrate their lives."
Visit
the
Project
Heroes
website at www.projectheroes.ca
The artists hope the exhibit would be available to tour
or
the
individual
artists’
sites
at www.susanabma.com every province in Canada, and that the paintings will be
www.shairlhoney.com and www.cindyrevell.com •
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Painting Stolen From Ottawa Gallery
he Ottawa Police are investigating the theft of a
painting after a man and woman walked into the
Gordon Harrison Gallery and allegedly removed the
painting from where it hung and left the gallery with it. The
painting was valued at $1000.
The suspects are described as a white male, approximately 30-40 years, 5'9"-5'11", short brown hair, wearing a
burgundy jacket w/green lapel and green stripe at waist,

T

possibly carrying a backpack; and a white female, approximately 35-45 years, 5'5"-5'6", short chin-length brown hair,
wearing a grey turtleneck, black jacket, black or grey pants,
carrying a large black purse and wearing sunglasses.
A surveillance camera captured the couple leaving the
gallery. The photos are online at
http://www.ottawapolice.ca/en/serving_ottawa/media_room
/news.cfm?nr_id=6433 •

Artwork Website Under Investigation
n investigation has been launched into Winnipegbased website Can Art for hosting artwork done by
convicted killer Sidney Teerhuis-Moar.
The investigation is trying to determine whether the Can
Art Coast To Coast website violates a provincial law forbidding people from profiting from crime.

A

At press time, Teerhuis-Moar's artwork was still up on the
website: http://www.freewebs.com/canadianart/sidneyteerhuis.htm .
Teerhuis-Moar was found guilty of the second-degree
murder of Robin Greene. Greene was beheaded, cut into
pieces and his internal organs were removed. •

ART AND
DRAFTING
SUPPLY

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PAINT
BRUSHES
MATT BOARD
PENCILS
PENS
SKETCH PADS
CANVAS
EASELS
AND MUCH MORE!

deltaart@telusplanet.net
www.deltaart.ca
11116 - 120 Street, Edmonton, Alberta
Phone 780.455.7983 • Fax 780.454.5204
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CALL
FOR
ENTRIES

‘Waterscapes’
Competition

We want to show off Canada’s
artists, and our competitions
will offer us a chance to do
that!
Be sure to enter your artwork
in our competitions - not only
do you have a chance to win

$1000
CDN

Competition No.

7

Subject

Waterscapes
Competition

Medium

Entry Fee

Entry deadline

plus an award certificate,
but we also get a chance to
see your work and we just may
feature YOU
in an upcoming issue of
Canadian Brushstroke
Magazine.

Two dimensional drawing
or painting medium
$15 each
(You can enter as many
works as you would like)

Aug. 21, 2009

*Winners and finalists will be featured
in the Sept/Oct 2009 issue of
Canadian Brushstroke Magazine

RULES — HOW TO ENTER
DIGITAL FILES ONLY
Enter with high res digital file only on CD only. Do not send digital
images via email to our offices - they
will be automatically disqualified. You
must print off the entry form on next
page, complete it, and send it along
with your CD and method of payment. If you have more entries than
the space allotted, please print
another form and fill it out complete-

ly. All CDs must be labeled with the
artist’s name, the number of entries
on the CD, each of their titles and
this issue’s Competition Number. All
files on the CD must be labeled as
follows: lastname/firstname/Entry No.
Example: John Smith’s Entry No. 2
would be labeled smithjohn2.
ELIGIBILITY
This competition is open to any artist
with residency in Canada. All work

must be original, not copied from any
other artist’s work, photographer’s
work or published work of any kind,
and must have been completed in
the last two years. The work can not
have won previous awards or any
distinction of any kind. No works created under supervision are eligible.
We reserve the right to refuse any
entry, or ask for source material at
our discretion.
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RULES — HOW TO ENTER (CONTINUED)
ENTRY FEE/DEADLINE
The DEADLINE for Canadian
Brushstroke Magazine to RECEIVE
entries is July 30, 2008. You cannot
courier material to our box number, so
be sure to send it in plenty of time
(Address is on submission form
below). The fee per entry is $15 CDN,
which can be paid by VISA, cheque or
money order. The fee MUST be included with the CD and entry form submission. The entry fee is not refundable.
COMPETITION JUDGES
The competition entries will be chosen

E
N
T
R
Y

Phone number:

(

by Canadian Brushstroke Magazine,
and/or qualified judges of our choosing.
PERMISSION TO PUBLISH
Signing and submission of the entry
form, digital files and payment will
constitute permission for Canadian
Brushstroke Magazine to publish
your artwork(s), your name and information in our magazine, which is
released on the internet, and copies
archived on our website on the internet for as long as the publisher
wishes to keep the archived editions
on the site. Submission of the entry

)

also constitutes the entrant’s acceptance of all competition rules. The
winner and finalists will be notified by
e-mail, and their work will be published
in the specified edition of the magazine. The judges’ decisions are final.
Grand Prize winners may not enter the
competition for a full two years after
winning. Finalists may reenter.
Canadian Brushstroke Magazine
does not accept any liability for
color variations that may occur as a
result of different computer screens.
The artists will be properly credited.

E-mail:

PLEASE WRITE VERY CLEARLY

Entry 1

Entry 2

Entry 3

Title:

Title:

Title:

Medium:

Medium:

Medium:

Size: (hxw)

Size: (hxw)

Size: (hxw)

I enclose my cheque or money order for the total fee of $15 Canadian PER ENTRY
OR, please charge the total sum to my VISA: _______________________________
EXPIRY DATE:_______________________Signature______________________________

F
O
R
M

*Please include a paragraph about yourself and another about each painting for
us to use in the event we publish your painting(s).
I solemnly declare that all the works listed on this entry
form are my own original artworks and I own the copyright
to the work and to all source material used in creating this
artwork. I understand the entry, including the form and CD,
will not be returned, and I understand the entry fee is nonrefundable. I have thoroughly read and agree to all competition rules, and I understand I am granting the rights to

Address

publish my name, the artworks listed and information in an
upcoming issue of Canadian Brushstroke Magazine and
that the issue will be archived for an undetermined amount
of time on Canadian Brushstroke Magazine’s website:
www.brushstrokemagazine.com.
**If you wish to receive confirmation that we have received
your entry, enclose a self-addressed STAMPED postcard.

Please PRINT name clearly

Postal Code

City/Province

Signature

Please mail this form and the properly labeled CD (see Rules - How to Enter) with properly labeled files to:
Canadian Brushstroke Magazine, Box 3449, Leduc, AB, T9E 6M2
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Canadian
artists
grossly
underpaid
A

lthough there has never been any
news to the contrary, it's now official: Canadian artists are grossly
underpaid.
And the study released by the Art Gallery
of York University and Michael Maranda
has the stats to prove it.
The study, 'Waging Culture: The SocioEconomic Status of Canadian Visual
Artists' analyses all sources of revenue for
artists, including practice expenses.
The average wage of a Canadian visual
artist was $20,000 from all sources,
$6,850 less than the average Canadian's
income. However, the study shows that in
2007, the average artists' practices lost
$556.
Just over 40 percent of artists made any
money at all from their art, making their
money instead from secondary employment. This is in spite of the fact that
many artists have a high level of education.
”Canadian visual artists average more
than six years of post-secondary education,” says Michael Maranda.
“But we actually found that the more education they possess, the less they actually
earn in terms of practice-based revenue.
On the plus side, higher education for
artists does equal significant increases in
the amount of compensation from secondary employment.”
To view the entire 'Waging Culture: The
Socio-Economic Status of Canadian Visual
Artists' report, you can go to the Art
Gallery of York University website at:
http://theagyuisoutthere.org/wagingculture/images/AGYU_WagingCulture.pdf •

2009 Sobey Art Award
Shortlist Announced
The 2009 Sobey Art Award shortlist has been announced.
The five Canadian artists in the running for the coveted prize
include:
West Coast and Yukon: Luanne Martineau
Prairies and The North: Marcel Dzama
Ontario: Shary Boyle
for Québec: David Altmejd
Atlantic: Graeme Patterson
Selected work from the shortlisted artists will be featured in an
exhibition hosted by the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia and will run
from Sept. 5 to Nov. 5, 2009.
The winner of the 2009 Sobey Art Award will be announced during a gala event at the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia on Oct.15,
2009.
The 2009 Sobey Art Award Curatorial Panel comprises: Liz
Wylie, Curator, Kelowna Art Gallery; Kitty Scott, Director, Visual
Arts - The Banff Centre; Ivan Jurakic, Curator, Cambridge
Galleries; Louise Déry, Director, Galerie de l'UQAM; Terry Graff,
Curator & Deputy Director; Beaverbrook Art Gallery. •

RBC Set To Announce
Semi-Finalists in June
The semi-finalists for the 2009 RBC Painting Competition will
be announced in June and the winner in October.
The RBC Canadian Painting Competition, with the support of
the Canadian Art Foundation, is an initiative to help nurture and
support promising new artists in the early stages of their
careers.
A regional jury panel of distinguished members of the arts
community, will select five paintings from their regions as follows: Eastern (Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, PEI,
Newfoundland and Labrador), Central (Ontario) and Western
Canada (Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, British Columbia,
Yukon, Northwest Territories, Nunavut).
The three jury panels will then select one national winner and
two honorable mentions from the 15 semi-finalists. The national
winner will receive $25,000 and the two honorable mentions will
each receive $15,000.
To view past competitions go to: http://www.rbc.com/sponsorship/paintingcompetition/past_competition.html •
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MARITIMES

(NFLD/Labrador, PEI,
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick)

CORNER REFUGE • Acrylic, 11 x 14”

WINTER BIRCH • Acrylic, 20 x 14”

St. George's, NFLD acrylic painter Brian LaSaga turned his
childhood passion into his career - and it's still his passion.

NFLD
Artist
W
Found
‘HARD WAY
to make an
EASY
LIVING’

ith the exception of an odd job here or there in the '70s, Brian
LaSaga has been a career artist. He paints highly detailed, realistic acrylic paintings of weathered, rustic scenes.
Although many people think that painting for a living is an idyllic life,
LaSaga says, "It's a hard way to make an easy living. That's the conclusion I came to." He spent many years working seven days a week in his
studio, 10-12 hours per day, in order to have his "idyllic" lifestyle. He's
slowed down a bit nowadays since moving towards larger scale pieces,
saying his hours are a bit shorter and he works "slower" on weekends,
depending on the weather.
He can't imagine a different life. From the time he can remember he
spent every moment he could drawing and painting. Drawing on the wall
was his first memory of his artistic life. He drew a helicopter on his bedroom wall when he was 5 or 6-years-old. He can't remember whether he
got in trouble for that.
"All through school I had my books all drawn up - superheroes, cartoon
characters..." His friends in school would ask him to draw specific characters. "They'd give me their comic books if I did it for them." Nowadays the
remuneration for his works has increased substantially. His average works
are $5-8000, with large works being in the $18,000 range.
As a childhood pastime at home, LaSaga would draw and his siblings
would make a competition of guessing what he was drawing before he finished. "That's all I would do was draw, draw, draw."

16•
Canadian

ABOVE: DRIFTWOOD • Acrylic, 22 x 32”
BELOW: SEPTEMBER ROAD • Acrylic, 13.5 x 20.5”
When he became an adult, he had odd jobs in NFLD,
Alberta and Toronto. "I was a good worker, but having a
'job' was not something I liked. At about 24-years-old I
thought, 'There's something I can do with my art."
Now, almost 30 years later, he's a well-established artist
and it's still his passion.
After drawing his whole childhood, in pencil, ink and colored leads, his start in painting came from watercolor. He

also worked in gouache, egg tempera and oils, but
eventually settled on acrylics and says he's now "totally
dedicated to acrylics." When he was learning, he "had
panels full of experiments. To take painting to a higher
realism level, you have to have the drive to want to do it.
You've got to like what you're doing. A lot of people come
to me and want me to teach. They think I'm going to tell
them a few little secrets and they're going to be able to
paint. There's no secret - it's hard work. I just like
to do the best I can. You can't get too cocky you've got to be humble."
His paintings are all done in his studio from a
combination of many photos and sketches.
Although he likes children in some of his paintings, he says his paintings don't include a lot of
people laughing. He prefers his paintings have a
lonesome look - to stir emotion in the viewer.
“As long as I’ve stirred any emotions within my
viewers whether it’s negative or positive, then I
know I’ve succeeded in doing my job.”
His inspiration comes from his own experiences.
"It all starts with hiking and with the camera." He
also does sketches because he says the camera
doesn't catch some things, like foreshortening.
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AUTUMN CANOPY • Acrylic, 15 x 23”

"I try not to paint anything I didn't experience. I like to try
different things, but I like to be familiar with it."
He has numerous reference photos and slides to work
from, and says that since he switched to a digital camera
some years ago, he also has over 38,000 digital reference
images. He may use between four and 50 images to create a single painting. He says taking the images and moving them around to achieve the best composition is what
makes the painting exciting. "As I'm painting, changes are
continuously being made. I'm constantly making decisions.
My paintings are full of mistakes that are covered up and
the end result is what you see. You've got to make mistakes. It teaches you so much."
LaSaga is completely self-taught. "That's all I lived for. All
I did was draw, draw, draw. Being able to draw really well
is the foundation of a good painting. It gives you the ability
to take it to another level."
When he does a painting, he does any preliminary drawing in paint and builds his painting layer by layer.
He uses only acrylic paint and water, preferring to use no
medium. To keep his paint wet while he's painting, he
prefers his homemade palette. It is a plastic tray that he
lines with a damp rag that is the same size as the palette,
then a layer of tracing paper that he puts the paint on. His
home-made lid is a piece of styrofoam. This system keeps
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his paint wet while he's painting, and it can be stored for a
limited time as well.
He's very particular to keep his brushes very clean.
"Acrylics can be pretty hard on brushes." He uses mainly
hog hair bristle brushes and synthetic Taklon brushes, but
also buys large brushes at a hardware store that he cuts
up to get effects he wants. Other items he might use to
get his weathered effects are sponges, toothbrushes or
"anything it takes to do the job."
Although he uses new brushes for things like a person's
eyes or folds in clothes, "for most of the work an old,
raggedy brush works best."
His preferred brands of paint include Liquitex and
Stevenson. He doesn't buy a lot of pre-mixed colors,
preferring to mix his own. When he needs large quantities, he mixes his own version of the colors he needs in
jars.
His palette includes: Titanium White, Mars Black,
Ultramarine Blue, Paynes Gray, Phthalocyanine Blue and
Green, Hookers Green, Cadmium Green, Dioxazine
Purple, Cadmium Yellow, Cadmium Orange, Light Red,
Cadmium Red, Burnt Sienna, and Burnt Umber.
One of LaSaga's sayings for painting is, "Put a little bit of
blue in everything you do." He is especially fond of
Dioxazine Purple, saying it's great for shadows.

When his paintings are complete, he sprays them
with a series of layers of matte and gloss Americana
Acrylic Sealer/Finisher until he gets the low sheen
he wants. When he's done he rubs it down with a
damp rag to ensure there's no residue.
He paints almost exclusively on Masonite panels,
although he also likes illustration board. He is also
looking into possibly birch panels in the future. He
really likes the Masonite panels, but they are susceptible to damaged corners when not framed.
In his loft studio, LaSaga paints on a homemade
table, which is more like a drafting table than an
easel, but it has a board with pegs so he is able to
raise or lower his work. "There's so much paint on
it, it's like scales of a fish," he says.
In the studio, there's a pair of observatory binoculars that LaSaga uses to watch bald eagles and
other birds and wildlife on Sandy Point across from
his home in St. George's, NFLD. He also has a
large, tropical fish tank which he says provides him
with a little diversion from painting once in a while.
He always has music playing softly in the background. "I used to have heavy metal, but I'm getting
older now and more mellow, so it's soft rock."
Mirrors are also very important in his studio to double check his painting to ensure total accuracy.
His own tenacity has taught him that artists should
"never quit. Keep working on it. When you really
work hard, all of a sudden there's Eureka! I can't
explain it - it comes from working hard. Being an
artist is just learning how to see. It's right there in
front of you, but you're not really seeing it. If you
believe in what you're doing, stick with it. Be true to
yourself."
"I have no children so my paintings are my children. That's my legacy I'll leave behind." •
LOCKED • Acrylic, 18 x 12”

BRIAN LASAGA paints local scenes in his
hometown of St.George's, Newfoundland.
The exquisite NFLD scenery has been the
inspiration for Brian's work for over 30 years.
He has won awards and been published in
several publications. Many of his works hang
in corporate, public and private collections in
Canada, United States,Italy and Germany.
For more information about the artist, go to
www.brianlasagarealism.com .
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Tracey Mardon

Margaret Klappstein

Johnson
Gallery
7711 - 85 St., Edmonton, AB
• 780-465-6171
• www.johnsongallery.ca

Susan Abma
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Collectors’ Guide to Gallery Events
News and Information About Art Events in Canada

ALBERTA

BRITISH COLUMBIA

WHYTE MUSEUM OF THE CANADIAN
ROCKIES
Until Sept. 7, 2009
THE ART OF ROBERT BATEMAN
This exhibition showcases the versatility of artist Robert
Bateman. Known by many as a wildlife painter, and recognized by peers world-wide as the most influential of all
time, Bateman’s subjects also include architecture, the
human figure, modes of transportation, land and waterscapes, still lifes and portraiture.

SASKATCHEWAN

HERRINGER KISS GALLERY –
Calgary
Until May 30
REINHARD SKORACKI'S EXHIBITION,
"FLOATING". (WORK SHOWN ABOVE)
Skoracki’s table top and wall-mounted bronze sculptures represent topical issues in the Rabelaisian tradition.The Calgary artist exhibits nationally and internationally.

Ted Godwin. ‘Presence, Nootka Sound’, Oil on canvas,
51 x 69”

ARTPOINT GALLERY & STUDIO SOCIETY

ASSINIBOIA GALLERY

Until May 30, 2009
METAMORPHOSIS
This exhibition features large, mixed media and
acrylic works by artists Finnuala Irwin and Heather
Brewster.

TED GODWIN
This exhibition features Ted Godwin’s more recent paintings.
His nationally touring show: Ted Godwin - The Regina Five
Years - 1957 - 1967, continues at the MacKenzie Art Gallery
until Aug. 30, 2009.
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classifieds
Workshops
*** DUE TO SELL-OUT OF ORIGINAL
WORKSHOP, another week-long workshop has now
been scheduled: 5-DAY PAINTING WORKSHOP
WITH JERRY MARKHAM at Beaverfoot Lodge near
Golden, BC in September. Demos, personal instruction.
Visit www.jerrymarkham.com or call (250) 558-0377 for
more details.

Collectors’ Guide
to Gallery Events
Cont’d
QUEBEC

GALERIES TROIS POINTS

the last word...
We would like to feature plein aire paintings in
an upcoming issue. Please feel free to send
ONE plein aire painting to ideas@brushstrokemagazine.com by June 30, 2009. Do not
send more than one painting or yours will be
disqualified, and please ensure the artist’s
name, the painting name, the medium, the size,
and the location you painted it at are all in the
email. We also need the artists’ city/town of residence. In your email you MUST give written
permission for us to print your painting or it will
not be printed. Please send the image in high
resolution.
Because we have no idea what the volume of
paintings we receive will be, we may not be
able to print all of the paintings, however we will
do our best to print as many as possible.
This is not a competition and there is no fee.
•••••••
We are now in our third year of publishing this
magazine and we’re seeking input on the coverage. We’d like to know what you think of our
coverage and if you have any ideas to make
the magazine even better in the future.
If you think you have an idea that will be beneficial for our readers, please let us know.

Until June 20, 2009
LES BOULEAUX (THE BIRCHES)
Les Bouleaux is an exhibition of the recent work of
Suzanne Dubuc, the nature which extends beyond
the windows of the artist's studio.

ONTARIO

AGNES ETHERINGTON ART
CENTRE
Until Oct. 25, 2009
BRIGHT COLOURS, BIG CANVAS: JACK BUSH
Highlighting the dazzling large-scale abstracts painted by Jack Bush in the 1960s and 1970s. This exhibition is a celebration of the visually explosive mature
period in the artist’s oeuvre. All the canvases were
painted in the years following Bush’s legendary 1957
meeting with the influential New York art critic
Clement Greenberg, who coined the term postpainterly abstraction. And all are from the Art Centre’s
impressive collection of the artist’s work.
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